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SME Growth Tracker: Small business confidence inches upwards but stays negative for 4th consecutive quarter following last year's
general election

Q1 2018 SME Growth Tracker Confidence Index score for business conditions up 1 point to -6 and for the UK economy up 6 points to -18

Small businesses that use e-commerce continue to project faster overall revenue growth in the coming 12 months, with North East and West
Midlands SMEs showing high rates of digital adoption (69 per cent)

Company website is the most popular channel for e-commerce (52 per cent), followed by third party social media website (37 per cent), third party
retail website (20 per cent) and a company’s own mobile app (13 per cent)

 

LONDON – Thursday 1 May 2018 – The first SME Growth Tracker of 2018, published today, reports that confidence amongst small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) is gradually increasing. The quarterly report by Capital Economics, commissioned by Amazon UK and Enterprise
Nation, assesses growth prospects and views on the broader UK economy from SMEs based on a YouGov survey of over 1,000 UK SMEs.

“It’s clear that British SMEs are open for business, and those taking advantage of the opportunities presented by e-commerce can grow at a faster
rate,” said Doug Gurr, UK Country Manager, Amazon. “The commercial benefits to be found by the adoption of digital technology can be enjoyed by
all businesses. In fact, last month we published findings showing that more digital adoption in rural areas could add over £26bn to the economy’s
gross value added, so the more SMEs we can support and help adopt digital, the better for the UK economy.”

High confidence in British manufacturing to bring revenue growth and SME job creation
Overall, the SME Growth Tracker Confidence Index score for individual company performance was up 1 point to -6 and up 6 points to -18 for
confidence in the broader UK economy, continuing to recover each quarter following the lowest levels reported after the snap election in June 2017.
Whilst manufacturing is the only sector expecting business conditions faced by their company to improve (+6), the retail industry shows promising
signs of improvement and increasing confidence, with a Confidence Index score for their company of -5 up from -17.

Overall SMEs reported a rise in revenue of 1.0 per cent and a rise in employment of 0.3 percent, indicating an increase in productivity of 0.7 per cent
over the past twelve months. Looking to the future, SMEs expect revenue and jobs growth to accelerate to 1.5 per cent and 0.9 per cent respectively
over the coming twelve months, around the same as the expected increase in revenue and jobs expected last quarter.

“With business indicators reflecting a rising confidence amongst SMEs, today’s results suggest that businesses are feeling the benefits of digital
technology, helping them to connect to a wider customer base,” said Emma Jones MBE, founder of Enterprise Nation, which represents over 70,000
SMEs across the UK. “As global economic uncertainty continues to pose a threat to stable business conditions, it is essential that SMEs adopt agile
and innovative ways of working to stay competitive.”

SMEs invest in technology, with E-commerce users forecasting highest growth
The SME Growth Tracker finds that email and websites are now commonplace for selling to customers: after emails, company websites are the most
popular channel for e-commerce, with over half of SMEs using company websites to sell online. This trend is expected to increase further in the next
twelve months, with adoption rising from 52 per cent of SMEs to over 65 per cent. The use of third party social media platforms for marketing
continues to grow as well, with 37 per cent of SMEs now using this digital tool, while 23 per cent of SMEs use third party retail sites for sales and 13
per cent use their own company mobile app to reach customers.

E-commerce adoption is similar across all UK regions, with surveyed SMEs in the North East and West Midlands reporting the highest levels of
e-commerce uptake at 69 per cent. In contrast, Scotland and the South-East represent areas with the lowest levels of adoption at 61 per cent. SMEs
who use e-commerce forecast stronger growth in profit than all other UK SMEs, even when less optimistic about business conditions. Businesses
that use e-commerce expect to see revenue increase of 1.6 per cent over the next twelve months, compared to 1.3 per cent of those businesses that
do not.

 

Brexit Does Not Delay Business Decisions, But SMEs Concerned About Supply Costs
The SME Growth Tracker found that 73 per cent of SMEs have not delayed any business decisions due to Brexit, but 13 per cent said they delayed
hiring additional staff and 7 per cent delayed international expansion plans since the 2016 referendum vote on the UK’s membership of the European
Union. The biggest negative impact of Brexit is still expected to be its effect on pushing up supply costs, with a score of -25.

Mark Pragnell, Chief Project Economist at Capital Economics, added: “Since launching the  SME Growth Tracker soon after the EU referendum in
2016, we’ve seen a pattern emerge showing SMEs in the majority of regions which primarily voted to leave the EU, consistently more optimistic than



SMEs in regions that voted remain. For example, this quarter, both the East and West Midlands – which had the highest share of the electorate vote
leave in the Brexit referendum – have reported greater confidence than SMEs in Scotland and London where the majority voted to remain. But
confidence does not appear to correlate with revenue growth expectations, with London and Scottish SMEs forecasting higher revenue growth than
SMEs in the East and West Midlands.”

-ENDS-

Notes to Editors

The SME Growth Tracker is commissioned by Enterprise Nation and Amazon UK. However the views expressed remain those of Capital Economics
and are not necessarily shared by Enterprise Nation and Amazon UK. While every effort has been made to ensure that the data quoted and used for
the research is reliable, there is no guarantee that it is correct, and Capital Economics Limited, Enterprise Nation, Amazon UK, their subsidiaries and
affiliates can accept no liability whatsoever in respect of any errors or omissions. The SME Growth Tracker is a piece of economic research and is
not intended to constitute investment advice, nor to solicit dealing in securities or investments.

All figures, unless otherwise stated, are from YouGov Plc. or are calculated by Capital Economics using figures from You Gov Plc. Total sample size
was 1,049 senior decision makers in SMEs. Fieldwork was undertaken between 16 February and 5 March 2018. The survey was carried out online.
The figures have been weighted and are representative of all UK businesses in terms of size (i.e. number of employees). Numbers may not add up
due to rounding.
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Capital Economics SME Growth Tracker: Confidence Index scores
The Confidence Index score is calculated on the basis of responses to the question: "Do you think overall business conditions (e.g. economic
growth, customer demand, employment etc.) will have improved, deteriorated or will have stayed about the same for my company?" The Confidence
Index score would be +100 if every SME expected business conditions for their company to improve significantly and -100 if every SME expected
them to deteriorate significantly. The scores allocated to each answer were: +100 for "significantly improved", +50 for "somewhat improved", 0 for
"stayed about the same", -50 for "somewhat deteriorated" and -100 for "significantly deteriorated".

Capital Economics
Capital Economics is one of the leading independent economic research companies in the world. They provide country and regional research on the
US, Canada, UK, Western Europe, Japan, China, India, Latin America, Emerging Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Emerging Asia and Australia and
New Zealand. They also provide overview services covering the global economy and financial markets, and have dedicated services providing
research on commodities and on the property sector. Founded in 1999, Capital Economics has gained an enviable reputation for original and
insightful analysis and have built up a diverse and distinguished client base. Overall, more than 1,500 institutions around the world subscribe

"Safe Harbor" Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: Statements in this press release regarding Amazon.co.uk Ltd's
business which are not historical facts are "forward-looking statements" that involve risks and uncertainties. For a discussion of such risks and
uncertainties, which could cause actual results to differ from those contained in the forward-looking statements, see "Risk Factors" in the Company's
Annual Report or Form 10-K for the most recently ended fiscal year.
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